7 spectacular peaks

MEDIUM

walking time approx. 3 hours (total walking time)

1

Stamp for hiking badge: Jausenstation Tiefenbachklamm. Starting from Brandenberg: a road next to the
church leads downhill to the Jausenstation Tiefenbachklamm. (Alternatively, you could take your car to this
point and park at the Jausenstation). The secured Tiefenbach gorge path follows the course of the Brandenberg stream crossing the stream several times. The views from the observation platform are breathtaking!
Please never leave children unsupervised! Starting from Kramsach: Take the road to „Aschau“. The entrance
to the gorge is approx. 3,5 km from the car park at the defunct Sonnwendjochbahn (a few parking spaces
are also available at the entrance to the gorge). During the summer months the Regiobus stops at the gorge
entrance (please observe timetables!). The film „Der Jäger von Fall“ from a Ludwig Ganghofer story was
filmed largely in the Tiefenbach gorge.

Lauserland on the Wiedersbergerhorn and “Lake Walk”
Walking in Alpbach time approx. 1,5 – 2 hours

d

Juppi Zauberwald (Juppi´s enchanted forest) Reith

Parking: Gasthof Kaiserhaus; bus service: no. 4070/bus stop: Kaiserhaus (July and August only) or Pinegg
(approx. 45 min. walk to the beginning of the gorge)
(total walking time)

MEDIUM

2

Stamp for hiking badge: Kaiserhaus. Starting at the Kaiserhaus an almost level path leads to the gorge.
The narrow gorge path follows the impressive course of the Brandenberg river upstream to the Trauersteg.
Return via the forestry road, approx. 30 minutes. Alternative: walk on to the Erzherzog-Johann-Klause (no
food and drinks served), turn right at the Trauersteg and follow the path to the Rumpfalm and over a dirt
track to the Erzherzog-Johann-Klause – the Klause is no longer open for business (walking time there and
back approx. 4 hours). In times past the gorge was used for wood drifting and several Luis Trenker films were
filmed in the gorge.

Parking: Reitherkogelbahn bottom station; bus
service: no. 4074/bus stop: Reitherkogelbahn

Kundl gorge walking time approx. 2 hours

walking time approx. 2 ½ hours (total walking time)

EASY

Stamp for hiking badge: Steinzeit Sandbichler - at the beginning of the gorge. Start off from the car park at
the tennis court in Kundl. Cross the gorge bridge and continue along the path to the Gasthaus Kundlerklamm.
The path leads past bizarre rock formations alongside the Kundl stream for approx. 2,5 km. After approx. 1 hour
one reaches the station „Schlucht“. A fun train runs several times daily from the beginning of May – 26th October.
Thanks to its wide path and slight incline the gorge is also suitable for wheel chairs or people with walking disabilities! Any stone treasures found in the gorge can be brought to Tyrol’s only stone polisher, where ones very
own individual pieces are polished.

Safety advice:
Parking: car park Lake Reintal East/Halbinsel
Bus service: no. 4113/bus stop: Halbinsel

EASY

10

Stamp for hiking badge: Böglalm. From Inneralpbach cross the bridge to the right after the Hotel Galtenberg
and walk alongside the river continue up to a turnoff to the right leading to the „Zettahof“ farm. Signposts point
one direction the Böglalm. The tarmacked road finishes at the „Bögl“ farm and continues as a gravel road to the
„Böglalm“. Alternatively drive to the former Gasthof Leitner (car park/parking fee) and walk a short stretch back
out the family up to a turnoff to the left for the Böglalm. Return options: from the Böglalm continue gently uphill
(approx. 300 m) until the next bend. Take the path to the left leading downhill through the woods to the „Zettawiese“. On reaching the farm continue into the valley to the „Greiterhöfe“. Walk past the farms, after the barrier,
continue walking out of the valley past the former Gasthof Leitner back to the start. TIP: the road to the Böglalm
is suitable for pushchairs/buggies! (to return one would need to take the same route).
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park east (Regiobus-car park peninsula) and follow the
footpath past the panorama board uphill up to Lake
Berglstein, one of nature’s jewels. Along the route 12
boards indicate the „Leichter Lernen Wanderweg“. The
suggested exercises improve learning and concentration abilities for old and young (Kinesiology). The lake is
surrounded by deciduous forest and is at the centre of
many legends. Either take the circular path along the
lakeshore going back the same route or follow the no. 11
path on the eastern shore direction Breitenbach. One is
rewarded with a magnificent view from the paths highest
point! Descend towards the “Kruckenhauser Teich” and
follow the signs for “Kramsach Moosen”. The path leads
through the woods to Moosen. Cross the main road,
turn right in front of the Haflingerhof and walk along the
lakeside circular path back to the starting point.

Plessenberg 1.743 m

MEDIUM

DIFFICULT

Location:		
north of the Inn Valley
Mountain chain:
Brandenberger Alps
Special characteristic: prominent, steep mountain range in the Inn Valley
Views:		
unobstructed views towards the Großglockner and Großvenediger (Hohe Tauern),
			
Kitzbüheler Alps, Rofan Range, Zillertaler and Stubaier Alps …
Hut / inn / restaurant: no
Trail / path suggestions:
1. Suggestion: Breitenbach/Ramsau (570 m) – walk to the Jocher chapel and on to the pump
		
house car park (trail from Brandenberg) via the Jocheralm to the Plessenberg in approx.
		
3 ½ hours - approx. 3 hours for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up

29

2. Suggestion: Brandenberg/Winkel/Pumphaus (1.150 m) – via the Jocheralm in approx. 2 hours to
30
		
the peak - approx. 1 ½ hours for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up;
		
This suggestion offers the ideal opportunity to follow the 3-peak-hike: from the Jocheralm to
		
Kienberg (1.786 m) – back to the cross section and on to the Plessenberg (1.743 m) – back via
		
the saddle and a short climb to the Heuberg (1.746 m), continue on in westerly direction via the
		
mountain ridge and down to the Jocheralm, approx. 4 ½ hours for the hike back to the start
3. Suggestion: Breitenbach/Schönau (620 m) – in approx. 3 – 3 ½ hours via the Ruhreralm and the
31
		
Ascherjoch (1.458 m), continue along the rope secured trail to the Plessenberg – please note:
		
difficult and very steep – hike back via the Heuberg to the Jocheralm, pump house,
		
Breitenbach/Ramsau and via the no. 3 path to Schönau in approx. 3 ½ hours

Standkopf 2.239m
Parking: car park (parking fee) in front of the Hotel Wiedersbergerhorn
Bus service: no. 4074/bus stop: Inneralpbach

Farmkehralm Inneralpbach

MEDIUM

11

walking time 2,5 - 3 hours (there and back)
Stamp for hiking badge: Farmkehralm. Two valleys fork off from Inneralpbach: take the right hand road
through the „Greitergraben“ leading gently uphill to the Greitalm. Follow the gravel road to the Farmkehralm.
Unless one plans to climb the „Großer Galtenberg“ the walk has come to an end. For those planning to continue up to the peak the Farmkehralm is an ideal place to stop at and replenish ones strength. The walk back
can be taken via the Jägersteig (A12, starts above the Farmkehralm), past the Stettauer Alms to Inneralpbach.

d

Location:		
ridge border to the Ziller Valley
Mountain chain:
Kitzbüheler Alps
Special characteristic: the 1st peak, the „Sagtaler“ is easy to reach from the Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station
Views:		
unobstructed views towards the Großer Galtenberg, Schatzberg, Gratlspitz, Zillertaler Alps
Hut / inn / restaurant: Hornalm, Dauerstoa Alm, Gasthof Hornboden, Almshop/Kiosk H&N
Trail / path suggestions:
1. Suggestion: Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station (1.830 m) – via the panorama path and past the
19
		
Hornalm approx. 2 ½ hours – approx. 2 hours for the hike back 19
2. Suggestion: Wiedersbergerhornbahn top station (1.830 m) – via the Wiedersbergerhorn (2.127 m) down
		
to the Hornalm and on to the Standkopf in approx. 3 hours and approx. 2 hours for the hike back 20

»3«
MEDIUM

Gratlspitz 1.899 m

Parking: public car park in front of the Hotel Wiedersbergerhorn
Bus service: no. 4074/bus stop: Inneralpbach

Faulbaumgartenalm – Steinbergalm, Inneralpbach

MEDIUM

12

walking time approx. 3 - 4,5 hours
Stamps for hiking badge: Faulbaumgartenalm and Steinbergalm. This walk starts in Inneralpbach and leads
through the Luegergraben (Lueger Valley) past the „Buben“ chapel to the Faulbaumgartenalm. The beautiful
Alpine pasture scenery offers many scenic possibilities for a rest. Continue along the gently ascending path
past the Filzalm to the Steinbergalm. Enthusiastic mountaineers can continue on to the Sonnjoch (2.287m).
The hike to the peak takes approx. another 2 hours
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MEDIUM

Roßkogel 1.948 m
Elevation:		
1.948 m
Location:		
north west of the Inn Valley
Mountain chain:
Rofan Range
Special characteristic: ideal panorama views from the Roßkogel, close to Lake Zirein
Views:		
Brandenberger Alps, Inn Valley, Kitzbüheler and Zillertaler Alps, rugged
			
mountain chain to the west of the Sonnwendjoch
Hut / inn / restaurant: Anderl´s Hütte, Berghaus Sonnwendjoch

d

MEDIUM

31

Trail / path suggestions:
1. Suggestion: Brandenberg/Aschau/car park after the Wimm farm (1.250 m) – via Anderl´s Hütte and the 32
		
Kreuzeinhochleger to the “Roßwies” and up to the Roßkogel peak in approx. 2 ½ hours – following
		
a short downhill to the „Roßwies“ cross section continue on down to Lake Zirein (3/4 hour from the
		
Roßkogel peak) – approx. 3 hours for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up

8

EASY

Stamp for hiking badge: former Restaurant
Berglsteinersee. Start off from the Lake Reintal car

3

During winter the gorges are closed. On summer days with heavy rainfall they are also closed. Young children
should be supervised at all times! We suggest the use of safety harnesses for walks along the two Brandenberg
gorges, which can be hired at the Gasthaus Kaiserhaus, at Sport Ossi‘s or at the Jausenstation Tiefenbachklamm.

7

Stamp for hiking badge: Kaiserhaus. At Pinegg
cross the river and take the path leading uphill to the
left. The short steep stretch is easily overcome and the
path continues over meadows and through woods by the
Brandenberg river into the valley. Along the way there
are many nice spots to stop at and have a rest or a dip in
the refreshing waters. After approx. 3/4 hour you reach
a crossroad – follow the signs for the Kaiserhaus. Once
again cross the river and have a peep up into the Kaiser
Gorge. After a 5-minute walk you reach the Kaiserhaus.
The Kaiserhaus has a fun playground for children and
parents can watch their offspring from the cosy beer
garden! The walk is ideal for families with children as
along most of the path small children are free to run
around at their hearts desire. To return either take the
same route or take a circular walk out of the valley along
the tarmacked road. Here too, several nice spots along
the stream offer ideal areas to relax.

walking time approx. 1 – 2 hours

Böglalm, Inneralpbach walking time approx. 1,5 hours (total walking time)

6

EASY

EASY

Lake Berglstein walk, Kramsach/Breitenbach
(total walking time)

d

Take the 8-person Reitherkogelbahn gondola (closed
on Wednesdays) to the top, where there is a nice playground with slide, trampoline and photo frame. Take
the path leading past the Nisslhof and after approx. 10
minutes one reaches a slight elevation with a magical
tree, the birds nest swing, climbing tower and petting
zoo. The path continues direction Fürstenhof and
Hinterkogl where there is another area with haunted
marsh, wobbly bridge and boulder wall. Follow the
signs for the witches´ house and viewing platform and
take in the spectacular views over the Alpbach and Inn
valleys. The path continues past the water games back
to the Reitherkogel top station. The total walking time
depends on the time spent at the various play areas.
The path is suitable for pushchairs.

Pinegg – Kaiserhaus, Brandenberg

Parking: Gasthof Gwercherwirt; bus service: no.
4070/bus stop: Pinegg or Gwercherwirt
Parking: car park Kundl Gorge
Bus service: no. 8311/bus stop: Achenbrücke

5

Stamps for hiking badge: Wiedersbergerhorn top station, Gasthof Hornboden and Dauerstoa Alm. Take the 6-seater
Wiedersbergerhorn gondola to the top station. The Alpbacher Bergbahn has baby carriers for hire. The Alpine
Coaster starts next to the top station. Below the top station is the Lauserland“ a fun area, where children will find
numerous possibilities for playing and experiencing adventures. The mountain restaurant Hornboden also has a
nice playground and a petting zoo. Along the lake walk on the way to the middle station one passes a clearing
with a small lake and a children’s play area. A barbecue facility is also on site!

2,5 km circular path for families, approx. 1 hour (total walking time)
Stamp for hiking badge: „Juppi Stamp“ at the Reitherkogelbahn

Kaiser gorge, Brandenberg walking time approx. 1 hour

EASY

MEDIUM

Location:		
Alpbach southern head of the valley
Mountain chain:
Kitzbüheler Alps
Special characteristic: highest peak in the Alpbachtal and Kufstein district
Views:		
exposed location – unobstructed views… Alpbach Valley, Ziller Valley Alps, Hohe Tauern …
Hut / inn / restaurant: Farmkehralm
Trail / path suggestions:
1. Suggestion: Inneralpbach (1.000 m) via Alplkreuz in approx. 3 ½ - 4 hours + 3 hours for the hike back 16
2. Suggestion: car park at the former Gasthof Leitner (1.100 m) – via the Stettauer Alm in
17
		
approx. 3 ½ hours + 3 hours for the hike back
3. Suggestion: car park at the former Gasthof Leitner (1.100 m) – via the Farmkehralm in
18
		
approx. 4 hours + 3 ½ hours for the hike back

MEDIUM

Location:		
northern massif in Alpbach / south of the Inn Valley
Mountain chain:
Kitzbüheler Alps
Special characteristic: prominent mountain with many options to reach the peak and views over 26 church spires
Views:		
exposed location – unobstructed views in all directions, view over the village of Alpbach
Hut / inn / restaurant: Holzalm, Bischoferalm-Ausschank
Trail / path suggestions:
1. Suggestion:
Alpbach (980 m) – via the Steinweg Hösljoch in approx. 3 hours – approx. 2 ½ hours 21
		
for the hike back via Hochstrickl and Bischoferalm
2. Suggestion:
Alpbach (980 m) – via Bischoferalm Hochstrickl in approx. 3 hours –
22
		
approx. 2 ½ hours for the hike back via the Hösljoch and Steinweg 22
3. Suggestion:
Alpbach (980 m) – short climb (very steep) in approx. 2 ½ hours – approx. 2 ½ hours 23
		
for the hike back via the Hösljoch or Hochstrickl
4. Suggestion:
Holzalm/Zimmermoos/Brixlegg (1.410 m) – approx. 1 ½ hours to the peak – approx. 24
		
1 hour for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up; approx.
		
2 ½ hours via the Hösljoch or approx. 2 hours via the Hochstrickl (steep downhill)
25
5. Suggestion:
either Alpbach od. Holzalm – take the path leading around the Gratlspitz
		
(without walking up to the peak) in approx. 5 hours

2. Suggestion: Kramsach former car park (560 m) – walk to „Kaltwasserl“ and then along the
		
trails no. 8 and no. 8A to the former middle station and on to the Hochalm; via the
		
Murmeltierweg (marmot trail) to the Berghaus Sonnwendjoch; in a further ½ hour to the
		
peak – in total approx. 3 ½ - 4 hours and approx. 3 ½ hours for the hike back taking the
		
same path used for the walk up

33
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Reither Kogel 1.336 m

Lake Zirein (approx. 3 hours walk to the lake)
Stamps for hiking badge: Anderl´s Hütte, Rosskogel, Sonnwendjochberghaus,
Bayreuther Hütte and Bergalm.
MEDIUM
13
Route 1 – walking time approx. 6 hours there and back:
Start at the car park after the barrier at the Wimm farm in Brandenberg/Aschau. Follow the signs for the Eilalm
via Anderl´s Hütte on to the Labeggalm and to the Kreuzein Hochleger. Stay on the uphill path direction Lake
Zirein. When you reach the top a short steep path leads down to the lake. Walk back the same way!

Parking: below the fire brigade building, SPAR garage, above the Mittelschule
Bus service: no. 4074/bus stop: Alpbach Raika or Böglerhof

Alpbacher Heimatweg Walking time approx. 2,5 to 3 hours (total walking time)

MEDIUM

4

Stamp for hiking badge: regular visitor´s woods II. The structured and signposted trail around the village
gives an insight into nature and local history. Walk past the „Alpbacher Hof” and turn right at the fork. Cross
the bridge „Mühlbach” and turn left onto the „Mühlbach” Path of Contemplation and stay on the A3 walking
alongside the “Hösl” stream to a barbecue facility, children’s play area and small Kneipp facility. Continue
along the „Lärchen” path past the „Thierberg” farms, Bradenberg, Trat and back to the village. This path is
not suitable for pushchairs / buggies, but it is nevertheless one of the most popular walks for families.
TIP: the „Mühlbachweg – Path of Contemplation“ a 1 km long loop path, which shares its beginning with the
Alpbacher Heimatweg leads alongside the stream past a herb garden, pond, fountain and several artworks.
This new path is suitable for pushchairs. The total walking time depends on the time spent at the various
signposts.

Parking: Schießstand/Mehrn
Bus service: no. 4070/bus stop: Herrnhausplatz or no. 4113/bus stop: Herrnhausplatz

Brixlegg – Hechahof walking time approx. 1 hour

EASY

9

Stamp for hiking badge: Hechahof. Follow the road leading from „Mehrn“ to the end of the tarmacked road
to the beginning of the dirt track until you reach a car park at the shooting range. Follow the signs through
the woods. A pleasant, shady path leads uphill to the forestry road and then straight on. Following a short
stretch downhill you cross a stream and 100 m further on is the Hechahof. The Hechahof is well known for
its traditional snacks (Speckstüberl – they smoke their own bacon). Children love the playground and the
petting zoo. Return via the same route or via the Zimmermoos road back to Brixlegg.

MEDIUM
14
Route 2 – walking time approx. 7 hours there and back:
The same as route 1 up to the lake, but the return route is different. To return take the uphill path via „Gappsteig“ to the fork and follow the signs for Rosskogel thus keeping to the right below the peak and walk downhill to
the Sonnwendjochberghaus. From this point take the path downhill to the Hochalm and the undulating track via
Hörndl to Kreuzein Hochleger and back to the start.
MEDIUM 15
Route 3 – walking time approx. 7 hours there and back:
Once again start from the same point as suggested in route 1 and 2 and use the same oath to reach the lake.
From the western point of the lake hike towards the Zireiner Alm, a stretch downhill and then uphill to the Bayreuther Hütte and the Bergalm. From the Bayreuther Hütte and the Bergalm a track leads down to the car park
of the defunct Sonnwendjochbergbahn in Kramsach. Take a taxi to retrieve your car!

MEDIUM

DIFFICULT

Location:		
south of the Inn Valley, westernmost peak in the Kitzbüheler Alps
Mountain chain:
Kitzbüheler Alps
Special characteristic: offers great views for the whole family
Views:		
Inn Valley and Ziller Valley, Rofan Range, Karwendel, Brandenberger Alps, Zillertaler main ridge
Hut / inn / restaurant: Reitherkogelbahn top station buffet (kiosk)

Parking: Gasthof Haaser or car park at the barrier (after the Wimm farm)
Bus service: no. 4070/bus stop: Aschau

Voldöppberg/Voldöpperspitze 1.509 m

MEDIUM

Location:		
north of the Inn Valley / south of Brandenberg
Mountain chain:
Brandenberger Alps
Special characteristic: exposed location, in the Rofan Range foreground
Views:		
unobstructed views in all directions, the valley and Lake Reintal, the Hohe Tauern, the
			
Kitzbüheler and Zillertaler Alps and the most prominent feature – the Rofan Range
Hut / inn / restaurant: no
Trail / path suggestions:
26
1. Suggestion:
Kramsach/Lake Krummsee (560 m) – approx. 3 hours to the peak
		
approx. 2 ½ hours for the hike back taking the same path one walked up or in approx. 3
		
hours via the Heumösernalm - Kruckenhauser pond – Lake Berglstein – Lake Reintal
2. Suggestion:
Breitenbach/Oberberg/Kruckenhauser Teich (720 m) – in approx. 2 ½ hours to the
27
		
peak – approx. 2 hours for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up
3. Suggestion:
Brandenberg/Ziel Rodelbahn (920 m) – in approx. 1 ¾ hours to the peak –
28
		
approx. 1 ½ hours for the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up

Subject to change! As of 2019

Tiefenbach gorge, Brandenberg/Kramsach

Großer Galtenberg 2.424m

Parking: car park (parking fee) in front of the Hotel Wiedersbergerhorn
Bus service: no. 4074/bus stop: Inneralpbach

Parking: Wiedersbergerhornbahn bottom station
Bus service: no. 4074/bus stop: Wiedersbergerhornbahn

Trail / path suggestions:
34
1. Suggestion: Reitherkogel top station (1.180 m) – walk past the former Gasthof Nisslhof along the Juppi
		
Zauberwald path, turn right at the road and continue straight ahead to the „Schwabl chapel“; take
		
the trail to the peak – approx. 1 ½ hours – walk back to the Juppi Zauberwald circular path and follow
		
the path to the top station – approx. 1 hour or take the panorama path down to the Reitherkogelbahn
		
bottom station in approx. 2 hours
35
2. Suggestion: Reith im Alpbachtal/Hub chapel (680 m) – via the panorama path to the Hinterkogel farm,
		
turn left to „Schwabl chapel“ and via the path to the peak – approx. 2 ½ hours – approx. 2 hours for
		
the hike back taking the same path used for the walk up or via the R11 circular path to the
		
Reitherkogel top station and take the gondola, approx. 1 hour

Please use our detailed tour descriptions on:
www.alpbachtal.at – Interactive tour planner!

More fun!
Enjoy your
holiday benefits –
free of charge!
Alpbachtal Seenland Card – free of charge
as from one overnight at all accommodation
partners. Choose from a great choice
of daily services.

d

Mehr Urlaubserlebnis für Sie!

The main daily services in SUMMER!
Free of charge:*
»» Free use of summer mountain lifts
»» Regiobus Alpbachtal Seenland – bus services
»» Tennis centre Kramsach (indoor & outdoor) and Kundl (outdoor)
»» bathing lake Reith i. A and lake Reintal Kramsach
»» outdoor swimming pool Brixlegg and Münster
»» WAVE Wörgler Wasserwelt (daily 2,5 hrs.)
»» Museum of Tyrolean Farmhouses – Kramsach
»» Augustinian Museum with viewing tower
»» Juppi Kid´s Club Reith i.A. – 5 x a week childcare,
meal not included (Mon. – Fri.)
»» Free active programme including guided walks, guided tour of Rattenberg
and much more...
»» FREE WIFI at the designated hotspots
The main daily services in WINTER!
Free of charge:*
»» Free skiing for children up to age 15 in Kramsach or Brandenberg
»» Regiobus Alpbachtal Seenland – bus services
»» WAVE Wörgler Wasserwelt (Mon-Fri 2,5 hours)
»» Guided snow shoe walks in Alpbach, Reith i.A. and Brandenberg, guided torch light
walks, guests biathlon…
*detailed information is available in our Alpbachtal Seenland Card folder and online:
alpbachtal.at/en/search-and-book/alpbachtal-seenland-card
All benefits and information are subject to change!

Images: Gabriele Grießenböck, Bernhard Berger, Matthias Sedlak, Hannes Sautner (Shoot & Style)

Card
Alpbachtal Seenlan

For more details see: www.alpbachtal.at/mehrtagestouren

Parking: Jausenstation Tiefenbachklamm or at the Kramsach entrance to the gorge; bus services: no. 4070/
bus stop: Brandenberg church, no. 4070/bus stop: Tiefenbachklamm (July and August only)
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Chose from:
• 3-days-Familytour
• 4-days Brandenberger Alpen
• 3-days Head of the Alpbach Valley

»1«

Our Tipp: 3 to 4 days hiking tours in the
Alpbachtal Seenland

Charming Alpine huts

Hiking

Walking and discovering
for families

alpbachtal.at

Theme walks – discovering
water and culture in the region
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The Summer Alms are not Petting Zoos
If during your hike you come in to contact with
cattle roaming the summer pastures, please do not
approach them, especially if you have a dog with
you. Take note of the advise from the „Landwirtschaftkammer Tirol“ using the following link:
www.alpbachtal.at/weidetiere
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Markbachjochbahn

936 m

LIESFELD

KUNDL

L211

Zentrum 1, A-6233 Kramsach
Tel. +43 5337 21200
info@alpbachtal.at

INN

KU

510 m

OBERAU

Wörgl
West

I

STEINBERG

BRANDENBERG

13

Schermsteinalm

Please use this box to stamp your stamps:
3 stamps: bronze badge • 6 stamps: silver badge • 9 stamps: gold badge

KLEINSÖLL

RAMSAU

ASCHAU

15

To earn yourself your hiking badges you need to collect a certain amount of stamps. (3 stamps/bronze, 6
stamps/silver, 9 stamps/gold). You will find the stamps at the huts along the hiking routes published in this
map (or as otherwise indicated). Collect your badges at one of the tourist offices in the Alpbachtal Seenland
holiday region. Have fun collecting your stamps!

828 m

GH Jodler

AW6

NIEDERAU

G L AT Z H A M
WAVE Wörgler Wasserwelt

Jst. Stegerstall
Voldöppberg
GH Haaser
1.509 m
Jst. Tiefenbachklamm

Alpbachtal Seenland Tourismus
www.alpbachtal.at

SCHÖNAU

29

UNTERBERG

Peaks badge

Please use this box to stamp your stamps from the peaks you climbed:

WÖRGL

OBERBERG

AW5

PINEGG
GH Gwercherwirt

AW6

B R I X E N T A L

Heubrandalm

7

Reitherkogelbahn Reith im Alpbachtal

To earn yourself your peaks badge you need to collect at least three stamps. You will find the stamps
at the peaks published in this map, that is: Plessenberg, Schatzberg, Gratlspitz, Wiedersberger Horn,
Galtenberg, Gamskopf, Standkopf, Tapenkopf, Reither Kogel, Voldöppberg and Roßkogel. If you manage
all „7 peaks with their outstanding panoramic views“ a certificate of excellence is issued and presented
together with the badge.
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Einkehralm
Kaiserklamm
30
Jocher Alm

Erzherzog-Johann-Klause

Gufferthütte

The 6-seater gondola takes you up the mountain where
a 360 ° panorama awaits you
Tips:
• Lauserland – the great outdoor playground right next to the top station!
• Alpbachtaler Lauser-Sauser – all-year-Alpine-Coaster in the Lauserland
• Panorama path around the Wiedersbergerhorn – approx. 2 hours
• Wiedersbergerhorn peak – 360 ° panorama – approx. 1,5 hours
• Teichwegwanderung (Pond path) to the middle station – approx. 1,5 hours
• Starting point for numerous other hikes such as the Sagtaler, Reith and others

Information:
Alpbacher Bergbahnen GmbH & Co. KG
A-6236 Alpbach 311, Tel. +43 5336 5233
info@alpbacher-bergbahnen.at
www.skijuwel.com

Nachbergalm
Plessenberg
1.743 m

IN

direction
Valepp/Bavaria

Wiedersbergerhornbahn Alpbach

Take the modern 8-seater gondola up the Reitherkogel
to the families’ mountain top paradise
Tips:
• Reitherkogel panorama path – Reith, approx. 2 hours
• Juppi Zauberwald (Juppi’s Enchanted Forest) – popular with families; circular path with many play areas
• Reither Kogel – approx. 1 ½ hours
In summer use of the mountain lifts is included with your Alpbachtal Seenland Card! (Please see the
General Terms & Conditions at the end of the brochure!) A fee of e 3,00 occurs for the transportation of
mountain bikes, dogs and other items. Please see the notices for the parking fees!

direction
Kufstein

AW5

Alpbachtaler Bergbahnen: Your unique
mountain adventure

Z I L L E R T A L

www.aplus-werbeagentur.at  © eoVision/TIRIS/USGS
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HJ*

Village

Name

Hut / inn / restaurant

Altitude

Owner/tenant

Telephone

Web address

Opening times

Closed on

Lodging

Open in Winter

Alpbach

Böglalm

Mountain restaurant

1.220 m

Fam. Mück

+43 664 9161743

alpbachtal.at/boeglalm

mid May – October

Tue

no

yes

no

yes

Sat-Thu, only open on Fridays

no

yes

Reith im Alpbachtal

Dauerstoa Alm

Mountain restaurant

1.840 m

Andreas Prosser

+43 664 1051929

alpbachtal.at/dauerstoa

see Wiedersbergerhornbahn

Faulbaumgartenalm

Alpine hut

1.490 m

Fam. Moser

+43 664 9765444

alpbachtal.at/faulbaumgarten

June – September

Farmkehralm

Alpine hut

1.520 m

Johann Hausberger

+43 680 3209085

alpbachtal.at/farmkehralm

June – October

no

no

Horn Alm

Jausenstation

2.030 m

+43 664 5488494

alpbachtal.at/hornalm

see Wiedersbergerhornbahn

no

yes

Hornboden

Gasthof (inn)

1.800 m

+43 699 15366001

alpbachtal.at/hornboden

see Wiedersbergerhornbahn

no

yes

Almshop H&N

Kiosk/Alpine hut-shop

1.820 m

Sport H & N Moser

+43 664 3152366

alpbachtal.at/almshop

see Wiedersbergerhornbahn

no

yes

Bischoferalm-Ausschank

Alpine hut

1.364 m

Fam. Kostenzer

+43 676 5049675

alpbachtal.at/bischoferalm-ausschank

beginning of May –
mid-October

no

no

Fam. Larch

Oberthaler

Jausenstation

1.225 m

Agnes Moser

+43 664 5352295

alpbachtal.at/oberthaler

Mon – Fri (no weekend service)

Sat + Sun

yes

yes

Roßmoos

Gasthof (inn)

1.130 m

Fam. Moser

+43 5336 5305

alpbachtal.at/rossmoos

May – October

Tue

yes

yes

Steinbergalm

Alpine hut

1.712 m

Fam. Klingler

+43 5336 5671

alpbachtal.at/steinbergalm

mid June – end of September

no

no

Wurmhof

Jausenstation

1.154 m

Rosa Moser

+43 5336 5307

alpbachtal.at/wurmhof

Whitsun – October

Mon

no

yes

Zottahof

Jausenstation

1.200 m

Fam. Bletzacher

+43 650 2727023

alpbachtal.at/zottahof

Whitsun – October

Wed

no

yes

Almstüberl Gschwendt

Jausenstation

954 m

Fam. Vorhofer

+43 5337 64395

alpbachtal.at/gschwendt

see Reitherkogelbahn

Wed

no

yes

Scheffachalm

Jausenstation

740m

Fam. Raich

+43 676 6196390

alpbachtal.at/scheffachalm

through end of October

Mon, Tue, Wed

yes

yes

Bienenstich

Café-Restaurant

800 m

Fam. Brandstetter

+43 5337 63026

alpbachtal.at/bienenstich

all year

Tue

no

yes

Buffet Reitherkogel

Buffet

1.200 m

+43 664 7622279

alpbachtal.at/buffetkogel

see Reitherkogelbahn

Wed

no

no

Pinzgerhof

Gasthof (inn)

830 m

Fam. Kammerlander

+43 5337 62174

alpbachtal.at/pinzgerhof

mid-May – mid-October

Mon + Tue

yes

yes

HJ*

Village

Name resort

Hut / inn / restaurant

Altitude

Owner/tenant

Telephone

Webadress

Opening times

Closed on

Lodging

Open in Winter

Brixlegg

Hechahof

Mountain restaurant

765 m

Fam. Kirchmair

+43 664 1137184

alpbachtal.at/hechahof

beginning May – end of October

open as from lunchtime

no

no

Holzalm

Mountain restaurant

1.425 m

Monika Margreiter

+43 676 4206103

alpbachtal.at/holzalm

Whitsun – End of October

yes

no

Kundl

Kragenalm

Alpine hut

1.200 m

Hermann Moser

+43 664 2433399

alpbachtal.at/kragenalm

mid-June – mid-September

no

no

Kundler Klamm

Gasthof (inn)

570 m

Reinhard Klingler

+43 5338 20620

alpbachtal.at/klammgasthaus

all year

no

yes

HIER ERHÄLTLICH!

Kramsach/Münster

Brandenberg

SUBJECT TO CHANGE!

Mon (no closing day in high
season)

Bayreuther Hütte

DAV Hütte

1.575 m

Anton Herrmann

+43 664 3425103

alpbachtal.at/bayreutherhuette

Whitsun – mid-October

yes

no

Bergalm

Jausenstation

1.560 m

Fam. Zeindl

+43 664 5183007

alpbachtal.at/bergalm

Beginning of mid-October

no

no

Berghaus Sonnwendjoch

BergGasthof (inn)

1.770 m

Fam. Reiter

+43 699 10132239

alpbachtal.at/sonnwendjoch

Whitsun – end of October

Anderl´s Hütte

Alpine hut

1.545 m

Fam. Klingler

+43 664 1104035

alpbachtal.at/almhuette

June - October / July – Sept.
daily

Gufferthütte

AV Hütte

1.475 m

Marco Gstrein

+43 676 6292404

alpbachtal.at/gufferthuette

May – October

yes

no

Gwercherwirt

Gasthof (inn)

680 m

Anton Weißbacher

+43 5331 5213

alpbachtal.at/gwercherwirt

April – October

yes

no

Haaser

Gasthof (inn)

911 m

Georg Haaser

+43 5331 5512

alpbachtal.at/haaser

all year

Jodler

Gasthof (inn)

800 m

Josef Ampferer

+43 5331 5535

alpbachtal.at/jodler

all year

Kaiserhaus

Gasthof (inn)

710 m

Johann Larch

+43 5331 5271

alpbachtal.at/kaiserhaus

May – October

Stegerstall

Jausenstation

786 m

Helga Gwercher

+43 5331 5397

alpbachtal.at/stegerstall

all year

Tiefenbachklamm

Jausenstation

650 m

Monika Paul

+43 5331 20086

alpbachtal.at/klammjausenstation

May – October

June + Oct. Sat/Sun opened

Wed

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

Tue (July & Aug. no closed day)

yes

no

Wed + Thu

no

yes

no

no

HÜTTENJAUSE

*The Alpbachtal Seenland
„Tirol pur® Hüttenjause“
Enjoy the region’s top quality products
served at the cosy huts and inns!
The Hüttenjause is served on an original
„Tirol pur“ wooden plate and consists
of the following: Alpbachtaler Heumilchkäse (cheese made with silage free milk)
from the Käserei (dairy) Reith im Alpbachtal, bacon from farm produce or
local butchers, brown bread home baked
or from local bakeries. The culinary
assortment is rounded off with a schnapps
distilled by local farmers!

